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1. Introduction

The utility grid generally provides fixed frequency and voltage power to consumers. However, some industrial loads—for example, electric traction, induction heating, voltage regulation and controlled rectifier—require variable frequency power supply [1,2]. Therefore, AC/AC power electronic converters are used to convert the one frequency AC power to another frequency AC power [3]. This can be achieved by adjusting the input–output relation in such a way that the effective output voltage value refers to a certain required output voltage [4]. Thyristors enable the commercial development of static AC/AC converters. With the advent of massive rated thyristors and the development of microprocessor-based switching and control, thyristor-controlled AC/AC converters are widely used in manufacturing industries for applications in electrical traction [5], rolling steel mills [6], semi-autogenous grinding (SAG) mill drives [7–9], and grinding mill drives in mining [10,11].
For the ever-increasing demand from industrial applications, variable frequency generation has now become important. AC/AC variable frequency conversion can be achieved in two ways. One is a rectifier and inverter-based converter, which performs two-stage of power conversion, AC/DC and DC/AC. Nowadays, the variable frequency drive (VFD) has become very popular in industries for motor drive applications; it utilizes rectifier and inverter-based converters. However, it suffers from various problems. It uses two-stage power conversion, which significantly reduces the system’s efficiency, and enhances the control difficulty and the size of the converter. Large size filters are required in the rectifier and inverter sides of the VFD in order to compensate the power quality problems. A bulky multi-pulse phase-shifting transformer is used in VFD for the rectification, which introduces harmonics to the grid [12,13]. As a result, the input power factor of the line is reduced significantly, which degrades the power quality. A cycloconverter provides direct AC/AC power conversion, which may overcome the issues related to rectifier and inverter-based converter. However, traditional a single-stage AC/AC converter (e.g., cycloconverter) has the following limitations:

- It cannot perform generalized/multi frequency power conversion;
- The output voltage waveform suffers from high total harmonic distortion (THD) problem;
- It adds lower-order harmonic and inter-harmonic contents to the output power for the inductive load.

Due to these limitations, industries prefer to use two-stage converters instead of the single-stage AC/AC converter (e.g., the cycloconverter).

Moreover, the harmonic components, i.e., the total harmonic distortions, of AC/AC converters should be low in order to use AC/AC converters in variable speed drive applications. It is known to all that the output voltage of an AC/AC power converter is not purely sinusoidal, and its Fourier series involves harmonics which include a) higher-order harmonics and [14] b) nonstandard harmonics. A single-phase AC/AC power converter with a constant gate pulse provides a high harmonic content in its output voltage [15]. High-frequency (about 10 kHz) switching advanced modulation techniques can be used to generate gate pulses in order to reduce the harmonics. However, the high-frequency switching advanced modulation techniques increase switching losses and introduce electromagnetic interference (EMI) problems. Recent articles have highlighted different operational parameters for AC/AC converters. Advanced modulation techniques [16–23] and the standard filter scheme [24] were considered for the reduction of harmonic distortion. Different modulation techniques—such as pulse width modulation (PWM) [18], sinusoidal PWM [19], space vector modulation, delta modulation [17], discrete amplitude modulation, and pulse density modulation (PDM) [16]—were used to improve the quality of the output power. Most of the presented AC/AC power converters used complex topology with a large number of switches, as well as the complex modulation technique. PWM and sinusoidal PWM methods reduce the THD of the output voltage, but a complex gate drive pulse generation circuit is required for this. In space vector modulation, a large number of switches are used with the complex switching technique. Delta modulation is another technique that is used for the removal of the harmonics of the AC/AC power converter output voltage. However, an extra controller circuit is used to control the output voltage as required, which makes the topology costly and bulky. Discrete amplitude modulation needs an extra circuit topology to produce carrier wave for amplitude modulation (AM) and pulse density modulated (PDM) needs an extra delta-sigma analog to digital converter [17]. Therefore, traditional techniques with advanced modulation are not really attractive because the techniques increase circuit complexity and cost.

The output voltage filtering is another technique to compensate for the harmonic problem of the AC/AC power converter without using the modulation technique. Different type of passive, comb and hybrid filters are available to reduce the output voltage and input current harmonics. However, it is very difficult to reduce the inter-harmonic components using classical passive filters tuned at the dominant harmonics. Moreover, due to the parallel resonance between the passive filter and the source impedance, the current magnification of the inter-harmonics can be created. The use of a large number
of inductors [24] in the filtering process may reduce the power factor. In [25], comb filtering was proposed, which uses the phase shift technique. However, the phase shift technique needs an extra circuit topology to shift the phase. The hybrid filter is very effective for the reduction of the harmonic problem of the output voltage because it is a combination of active and passive filters. However, the circuit topology of the hybrid filter is very complex, in relative terms [26]. Controller circuits are used in most of hybrid filters, which need an extra controller board with a sensing mechanism and a large number of other parallel filter components [27]. In [28], a complex filtering technique was used with a large number of inductors, as well as a transformer for the galvanic isolation. However the large number of inductors decrease the power factor and increase the cost. There are some available techniques to improve the power factor problem, but they need extra power switches and passive components [29]. The series–parallel hybrid filter is another technique used in an AC/AC converter, which needs a complex synchronous reference frame (SRF) harmonic detection circuit [30]. In [31], a new topology was proposed for current harmonics removal, but the topology uses a large number of phase converted switches with a galvanic isolated transformer.

Therefore, it is highly desirable to develop a new generalized single-stage AC/AC power converter topology with the capability to overcome the problems of the conventional single-stage AC/AC power converter (e.g., a cycloconverter), which will then be a good choice the industrial community to replace the multi-stage AC/AC power converters used in different variable frequency applications.

In this paper, a new generalized step-down single-stage line frequency switching AC/AC power converter topology is proposed, which significantly reduces the harmonic distortion of the output voltage without using any pulse width modulation techniques in the switching circuit. The proposed alternative solution does not require any complex firing angle modulation or EMI filters. The proposed topology offers promising performances in terms of lower order harmonics, total harmonic distortion, the elimination of DC-link capacitors and EMI filters, and switching losses.

The major contributions of this article are:

- A new single-stage line-frequency switching AC/AC power converter is proposed;
- The proposed converter can be used to convert any frequency without changing the hardware circuit;
- The proposed topology does not require any high-frequency switching pulse width modulation technique.

The organization of the paper is as follows: the theoretical background and the mathematical analysis of the conventional AC/AC power converter is introduced in Section 2. The generalized configuration and the operating principle of the proposed AC/AC power converter are described in Section 3. The simulation-based performances of the proposed converter are demonstrated in Section 4. The mathematical analysis of the proposed converter is described in Section 5. The experimental results of the proposed AC/AC power converter are evaluated in Section 6. The comparison of the proposed topology is shown in Section 7. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 8.

2. Theoretical Background

The output voltage waveforms of the conventional step-down AC/AC power converter are shown in Figure 1a, for 3:1 \((m = 3)\) or 16.67 Hz, and in Figure 1b, for the 15:1 \((m = 15)\) conversion of a 50 Hz input frequency. As the half-cycle amplitude of the conventional AC/AC power converter output is the same, the output voltage tracks the square wave shape by increasing the frequency order, which is clearly observed in Figure 1b, for the \(m = 15\) frequency conversion. This is the main reason for the high THD of conventional AC/AC power converters. If the frequency conversion order \((m)\) increases, the THD of a conventional AC/AC power converter also increases, and significant lower-order harmonic contents present in the output voltage. Therefore, it is clear that conventional AC/AC power converters suffer from high THD problems. Basically, AC/AC power converters are affected by two types of harmonics: characteristic harmonics and circuit-dependent harmonics.
The generalized circuit topology and the working principle of the proposed topology are explained here. For a conventional AC/AC power converter, the characteristic harmonic frequencies can be calculated as:

\[ f_{ch} = f_i \pm 2nf_0 \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where \( f_i \) and \( f_0 \) are the input and output voltage frequency, respectively, and \( n = 1, 2, 3 \ldots \). For a six pulse bridge converter, the characteristic frequencies can be calculated as:

\[ f_{ch} = (6P \pm 1)f_i \pm 2nf_0 \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where \( P = 1, 2, 3 \ldots \) and \( n = 0, 1, 2, 3 \ldots \). The combination of (1) and (2) can be written as follows:

\[ f_h = qf_i \pm 2nf_0 \]  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where \( q = 1, 5, 7, 11 \ldots \) (for an \( m = 3 \) conversion). When \( q = 1; n = 1, 2, 3 \ldots \), otherwise \( n = 0, 1, 2, 3 \ldots \). From (3), it is clear that the output of the AC/AC power converter is affected by the DC component or the low frequencies component when \( 2nf_0 \) equals or very close to \( qf_i \).

### 3. Proposed AC/AC Power Converter

The topology of the proposed step-down AC/AC power converter is described in this section. The generalized circuit topology and the working principle of the proposed topology are explained here.

#### 3.1. Generalized Configuration of Proposed AC/AC Power Converter

The generalized structure of the proposed step-down AC/AC power converter topology is shown in Figure 2. The proposed topology uses a multi-winding center tapped transformer, pre-rectified diodes, and silicon controlled rectifiers (SCRs). The multi-winding transformer is used here to create a different voltage level according to the desired frequency conversion, with a lower THD. The frequency conversion, \( m \), can be divided into odd frequency conversion, \( m_o \), and even frequency conversion, \( m_e \).

Hence, the required number of windings for \( m_o \) can be calculated as:

\[ N_{wo} = m_o + 1 \]  \hspace{1cm} (4)

Similarly, the required number of windings for \( m_e \) can be calculated as:

\[ N_{we} = m_e \]  \hspace{1cm} (5)

The required number of power diodes for \( m_o \) can be calculated as:

\[ N_{Dm0} = 2(m_o + 1) \]  \hspace{1cm} (6)
The required number of power diodes for $m_e$ can be calculated as:

$$N_{De} = 2m_e$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

The required number of switches (SCRs) for $m_o$ can be calculated as:

$$N_{So} = m_o + 1$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

For an even frequency conversion ($m_e$), the required number of switches is equal to the number of even frequency conversions ($m_e$).

$$N_{Se} = m_e$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

**Figure 2.** Generalized configuration of the proposed step-down AC/AC power converter topology.

### 3.2. Operating Principle of the Proposed Topology

The operating principle of the proposed AC/AC power converter topology is described here with the help of 3:1 ($m = 3$) and 4:1 ($m = 4$) frequency conversions. By connecting the multi-winding center tapped transformer with the AC voltage source, the input AC voltage is divided into small AC voltage levels in the different section of the winding. Power diodes are used as a pre-rectifier, which rectifies both the positive cycle and the negative cycle for each section of the winding. Hence, only one unidirectional switch is required for each winding to pass the corresponding positive cycle and the negative cycle. The odd numbering switches work as the positive converter, and the even numbering switches work as the negative converter. There are eight operating modes, as shown in Figure 3, which describe the working principle of the 3:1 ($m = 3$) and 4:1 ($m = 4$) frequency conversions. The explanation of the eight operating modes also helps us to understand other frequency conversions. The eight operating modes are explained as follows:

**Mode-1:** in this mode, the first winding of the secondary side, diode D1 and switch T1, create a conduction path for the flow of the load current, as shown in Figure 3 (Mode-1). Only the positive cycle
can pass, and the polarity of the input–output voltage remains the same. Thus, the output voltage expression of this mode can be written as follows:

\[
V_{\text{out}} = \frac{V_m}{2}
\]  
(10)

Mode-2: in Figure 3 (Mode-2), the first winding, diode D3 and switch T2 allow the flow of the load current through this conduction path. Only the negative cycle can pass in this conduction path. The polarity of the input–output voltage remains unchanged. Thus, the output voltage expression of this mode can be written as follows:

\[
V_{\text{out}} = -\frac{V_m}{2}
\]  
(11)

Mode-3: in this mode, the second winding of the secondary side, diode D2 and switch T1, create a conduction path to allow the flow of the load current, as shown in Figure 3 (Mode-3). Only the positive cycle can pass, and the polarity of the input–output voltage is changed by 180°. Thus, the output voltage expression of this mode can be written as follows:

\[
V_{\text{out}} = \frac{V_m}{2}
\]  
(12)

Mode-4: the second winding, diode D4 and switch T2, create a conduction path to allow the flow of the load current, as shown in Figure 3 (Mode-4). Only the negative cycle can pass, and the polarity of the input–output voltage is changed by 180°. Thus, the output voltage expression of this mode can be written as follows:

\[
V_{\text{out}} = -\frac{V_m}{2}
\]  
(13)

Mode-5: in this mode, the first and third winding of the secondary side, diode D7 and switch T4, create a conduction path to allow the flow of the load current, as shown in Figure 3 (Mode-5). Only the negative cycle can pass, and the polarity of the input–output voltage is unchanged. Thus, the output voltage expression of this mode can be written as follows:

\[
V_{\text{out}} = -V_m
\]  
(14)

Mode-6: the first and third winding of the secondary side, diode D5 and switch T3, create a conduction path to allow the flow of the load current, as shown in Figure 3 (Mode-6). Only the positive cycle can pass, and the polarity of the input–output voltage is unchanged. Thus, the output voltage expression of this mode can be written as follows:

\[
V_{\text{out}} = V_m
\]  
(15)

Mode-7: in this mode, the second and fourth winding of the secondary side, diode D8 and switch T4, create a conduction path to allow the flow of the load current, as shown in Figure 3 (Mode-7). Only the negative cycle can pass, and the polarity of the input–output voltage is changed by 180°. Thus, the output voltage expression of this mode can be written as follows:

\[
V_{\text{out}} = -V_m
\]  
(16)

Mode-8: The second and fourth winding of the secondary side, diode D6 and switch T3, create a conduction path to allow the flow of the load current, as shown in Figure 3 (Mode-8). Only the positive cycle can pass, and the polarity of the input–output voltage is changed by 180°. Thus, the output voltage expression of this mode can be written as follows:

\[
V_{\text{out}} = V_m
\]  
(17)
Figure 3. Eight operating modes for the 3:1 (m = 3) and 4:1 (m = 4) frequency conversions of a 50 Hz fundamental frequency.
Table 1 shows a summary of the individual output voltage levels with the corresponding switching state. Table 1 clearly shows the entire operation of the 3:1 (m = 3) and 4:1 (m = 4) frequency conversions of the proposed AC/AC power converter.

Table 1. Switching states with the corresponding frequency conversions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Output Frequency (Hz)</th>
<th>Operating Mode</th>
<th>Active Secondary Winding</th>
<th>Switching State (ON = 1; OFF = 0)</th>
<th>Output Voltage (V)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16.67</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0</td>
<td>1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0</td>
<td>$+V_m/2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2 and 4</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0 0</td>
<td>$+V_m$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0</td>
<td>$+V_m/2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0 0 1 0 0 0</td>
<td>$-V_m/2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2 and 4</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0 0</td>
<td>$-V_m$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0 0 1 0 0 0</td>
<td>$-V_m/2$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For a 3:1 (m = 3) frequency conversion, four operating modes are required, including mode-1, mode-2, mode-7 and mode-8. There are three states that occur during the positive half cycle, and another three states that occur during the negative half cycle of the output voltage. Operating mode-1 and mode-2 repeat two times, as shown in Figure 4a. Hence, the output voltage equation of the corresponding six states are shown as follows:

\[
V_{out} = 0.5V_m \sin \alpha; 0 \leq \alpha \leq \pi \quad (18)
\]
\[
V_{out} = -V_m \sin \alpha; \pi \leq \alpha \leq 2\pi \quad (19)
\]
\[
V_{out} = 0.5V_m \sin \alpha; 2\pi \leq \alpha \leq 3\pi \quad (20)
\]
\[
V_{out} = 0.5V_m \sin \alpha; 3\pi \leq \alpha \leq 4\pi \quad (21)
\]
\[
V_{out} = -V_m \sin \alpha; 4\pi \leq \alpha \leq 5\pi \quad (22)
\]
\[
V_{out} = 0.5V_m \sin \alpha; 5\pi \leq \alpha \leq 6\pi \quad (23)
\]

For the 4:1 (m = 4) frequency conversion, all eight operating modes are required. There are four states that occur during the positive half cycle and another four states that occur during the negative half cycle of the output voltage shown in Figure 4b. Hence, the output voltage equations of the corresponding eight states can be shown as follows:

\[
V_{out} = 0.5V_m \sin \alpha; 0 \leq \alpha \leq \pi \quad (24)
\]
\[
V_{out} = -V_m \sin \alpha; \pi \leq \alpha \leq 2\pi \quad (25)
\]
\[
V_{out} = V_m \sin \alpha; 2\pi \leq \alpha \leq 3\pi \quad (26)
\]
\[
V_{out} = -0.5V_m \sin \alpha; 3\pi \leq \alpha \leq 4\pi \quad (27)
\]
\[
V_{out} = -0.5V_m \sin \alpha; 4\pi \leq \alpha \leq 5\pi \quad (28)
\]
4. Performance Analysis of the Proposed AC/AC Power Converter

In order to analyze the performances of the proposed AC/AC power converter, two different frequency conversion, including 3:1 (m = 3) and 4:1 (m = 4), were simulated in a MATLAB/Simulink software environment. The value of the AC voltage source is considered to be 220 V, 50 Hz, and a 1:4 multi-winding center tapped transformer is used. Figure 5a shows the secondary four winding transformer voltage waveforms. By connecting the full-wave pre-rectified diode, the ac voltage is rectified in each winding before the SCRs switches; the rectified voltage is shown in Figure 5b. The switching pulses of the proposed 3:1 (m = 3) frequency conversion are shown in Figure 5c. The converted output voltage of the proposed 3:1 (m = 3) is presented in Figure 5d.

For the 4:1 (m = 4) frequency conversion of a AC power converter, two diodes are used, as shown in Figure 6a, b, respectively. Here, the gate drive pulses are different, as shown in Figure 6c. The converted output voltage of the 4:1 frequency conversion is shown in Figure 6d. Here, the converted output voltage of the proposed AC/AC power converter is more sinusoidal compared to the conventional output voltage shown in Figure 1. Figure 7a, b shows the current waveform of the proposed AC/AC power converter for the 3:1 (m = 3) and 4:1 (m = 4) frequency conversions, respectively.

From the output voltage and the current waveform, it can be clearly seen that the output voltage and the current waveform of the proposed topology are more sinusoidal compared to conventional AC/AC power converter’s output waveform. Here, the output voltage and current are presented for the resistive load only. The harmonic spectrums of the output voltage and output current for the proposed 3:1 (m = 3) are shown in Figure 8a, b, respectively.

For the proposed 4:1 (m = 4) conversion, the harmonic spectrums of the output voltage and output current are shown in Figure 8c, d respectively. From these figures, it is obvious that the conversion order (m) increases, the value of the THD decreases. The harmonic spectrums also show that the lower order harmonic contents are significantly reduced for the proposed converter. The stress voltages of the transformer’s secondary side are shown in Figure 5b. For the proposed 3:1 (m = 3) and 4:1 (m = 4) frequency conversions, the stress voltage of the winding-1 and winding-2 is 110 V. For winding-3 and winding-4, the stress voltage is 220 V, where the primary winding voltage is 220 V. The voltage stress on the switching devices also depends on the winding voltage of the transformer’s secondary side. The switch T₁ and T₂ pass the winding-1 and winding-2 voltage, and switch T₃ and T₄ pass the winding-3 and winding-4 voltage. Therefore, the possible voltage stress for switches T₁ and T₂ is 110 V, and the possible voltage stress for switches T₃ and T₄ is 220 V.

\[
V_{out} = V_m \sin \alpha; \quad 5\pi \leq \alpha \leq 6\pi \tag{29}
\]
\[
V_{out} = -V_m \sin \alpha; \quad 6\pi \leq \alpha \leq 7\pi \tag{30}
\]
\[
V_{out} = 0.5V_m \sin \alpha; \quad 7\pi \leq \alpha \leq 8\pi \tag{31}
\]
For the 4:1 (m = 4) frequency conversion of the proposed topology, the winding voltage and the rectified voltage are unchanged, as shown in Figure 5a, b, respectively. Here, the gate drive pulses are different, as shown in Figure 5c. The converted output voltage of the 4:1 frequency conversion is shown in Figure 5d. Here, the converted output voltage of the proposed AC/AC power converter is more sinusoidal compared to the conventional output voltage shown in Figure 1. Figure 6a, b shows the current waveform of the proposed AC/AC power converter for the 3:1 (m = 3) and 4:1 (m = 4) frequency conversions, respectively.

From the output voltage and the current waveform, it can be clearly seen that the output voltage and the current waveform of the proposed topology are more sinusoidal compared with conventional AC/AC power converter's output waveform. Here, the output voltage and current are presented for the resistive load only. The harmonic spectrums of the output voltage and output current for the proposed 3:1 (m = 3) are shown in Figure 7a, b, respectively.

Figure 5. (a) Winding voltage, (b) Rectified voltage, (c) Switching pulses, and (d) Output voltage for 3:1 (m = 3) of a 50 Hz frequency conversion.

Figure 6. (a) Winding voltage, (b) Rectified voltage, (c) Switching pulses, and (d) Output voltage for 4:1 (m = 4) of a 50 Hz frequency conversion.
For the proposed 4:1 (m = 4) conversion, the harmonic spectrums of the output voltage and output current are shown in Figure 8c,d respectively. From these figures, it is obvious that the harmonic distortion of the proposed 3:1 (m = 3) and 4:1 (m = 4) conversions, harmonic spectrums of the (a) 3:1 (m = 3) and (b) 4:1 (m = 4) conversions, harmonic spectrums of the (c) output voltage, and (d) output current.

5. Harmonics Analysis of the Proposed AC/AC Power Converter

In this section, the total harmonic distortion is analyzed for the 3:1 (m = 3) frequency conversion. The Fourier series of the AC/AC power converter output wave-form can be written as follows:

\[ V_0(\omega t) = a_0 + \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} a_n \cos\left(\frac{n\omega t}{m}\right) + b_n \sin\left(\frac{n\omega t}{m}\right) \]  

where \( m \) = the conversion ratio. The Fourier coefficients of \( a_0 \) and \( a_n \) are always zero, and \( b_n \) exists. For the \( b_n \) coefficient, all of the even terms are zero; only odd harmonic terms exist. The output wave-form of the conventional AC/AC converter is always half-wave symmetry. Hence, using the technique of the half-cycle pairs method [26], the Fourier series expression of the conventional 3:1 frequency conversion output voltage can be written as follows:

\[ V_0(\omega t) = \frac{V_m}{3} \sin(\omega t) + \sum_{n=1,5,7,...}^{\infty} \frac{24}{n} \frac{V_m}{m} \sin\left(\frac{nm\pi}{m^2 - n^2}\right) \sin\left(\frac{n\omega t}{m}\right) \]  

where the first term is the third harmonic component and the second term represents harmonic components other than the 3rd order. The symbols ‘m’ and ‘n’ represent the frequency conversion ratio and harmonic order, respectively. The fundamental component can be calculated by inputting \( n = 1 \) in (34),

\[ V_{01}(\omega t) = \frac{24V_m}{\pi} \frac{\sin\left(\frac{\pi}{3}\right)}{\frac{\pi}{3}} \sin\left(\frac{\omega t}{3}\right) \]  

with the frequency conversion ratio \( m = 3 \). The harmonic distortion of the proposed 3:1 (m = 3) AC/AC power converter output voltage can also be calculated using the half-cycle pair method. The primary distinction between the conventional and the proposed AC/AC power converter is the half-cycle amplitude of the output waveform. The conventional 3:1 (m = 3) has a total of six half-cycle portions in the output waveform, and the amplitude of all six half cycles is \( V_m \). However, in the proposed AC/AC converter, the amplitude of all of the half cycles is not the same. The amplitude of the second half cycle and the fifth half cycle is \( V_m \), but the first, third, fourth, and sixth half cycles are...
\[ V_{m/2} \] as shown in Figure 3. Therefore, the Fourier series expression of the proposed AC/AC power converter (e.g., 3:1 conversion) can be rewritten as follows:

\[
V_0(\omega t) = \sum_{n=1,5,7,\ldots}^{\infty} \frac{18 \, V_m \, \sin \left( \frac{\pi n}{3} \right)}{\pi \,(m^2 - n^2)} \sin \left( \frac{n \omega t}{3} \right)
\]  

(35)

The fundamental component of the output waveform is found by putting \( n = 1 \) in (36):

\[
V_{01}(\omega t) = \frac{18 \, V_m \, \sin \left( \frac{\pi}{3} \right)}{\pi \,(m^2 - 1)} \sin \left( \frac{\omega t}{3} \right)
\]

(36)

Equation (35) shows that the third order harmonic component is completely removed for the proposed 3:1 (\( m = 3 \)) conversion of a 50 Hz fundamental frequency. Therefore, the proposed AC/AC power converter is much better than the conventional AC/AC converter in terms of THD and lower order harmonic components.

Thus, for any order frequency conversion of 50 Hz fundamental, the Fourier series expression of the output waveform can be calculated using the half-cycle pair method according to their conventional half-cycle pair formula.

6. Hardware Implementation

In order to verify the proposed AC/AC power converter topology, a prototype circuit was built and tested in the laboratory. The whole circuit can be divided into three parts, including: (i) the zero-cross detection (ZCD), (ii) the pulse generator and (iii) the switching (SCRs).

A half wave rectifier with 4n35 IC was used for the zero-cross detection. Figure 9 depicts the zero-crossing waveform for the input supply. ZCD is used to synchronize the firing of SCRs with the input supply. An Arduino Uno (ATmega328) processor board was used to generate the gate drive pulses, and a MOC3021 opto-coupler IC was used to isolate the DC signal from the AC supply. TYN612 SCRs were used to control the phase of the sinusoid. A 1N4007 diode was connected in series with the SCR. The gate drive signals for the \( m = 3 \) and \( m = 4 \) frequency conversions of each switch are shown in Figure 10a,b, respectively.

![Figure 9. Experimental zero crossing detection waveforms.](image)

Table 2 depicts the list of the equipment used in the experimental testing. Figure 11a,b shows the output voltage and current waveforms for the 3:1 (\( m = 3 \)) and 4:1 (\( m = 4 \)) conversions, respectively. The dynamic frequency change response of the output voltage of the proposed converter is depicted in Figure 12. From the datasheet of the diode and SCR used in the implemented converter, the reverse recovery time of the 1N4007 diode and the TYN 612 SCR was found to be 30 \( \mu s \) and 26 \( \mu s \), respectively. The difference is very low, which cannot demerit the dynamic response of the converter significantly, as shown in Figure 12. From Figure 13, the experimental voltage THDs for the \( m = 3 \) and \( m = 4 \)
frequency conversions were found to be 59.32% and 55.77%, respectively, which are slightly higher than the simulation values.

![Figure 10](image1.jpg)  
**Figure 10.** Experimental gate drive signals (5V/div) for the (a) 3:1 (m = 3) and (b) 4:1 (m = 4) frequency conversions of a 50 Hz fundamental frequency.

![Figure 11](image2.jpg)  
**Figure 11.** Experimental output voltage and current waveform for the (a) 3:1 (m = 3) and (b) 4:1 (m = 4) frequency conversions of a 50 Hz fundamental frequency.

![Figure 12](image3.jpg)  
**Figure 12.** Experimental dynamic frequency change response of the output voltage of the proposed AC/AC converter.
Figure 11. Experimental output voltage and current waveform for the (a) 3:1 (m = 3) and (b) 4:1 (m = 4) frequency conversions.

Figure 12. Experimental dynamic frequency change response of the output voltage of the proposed AC/AC converter.

Figure 13. Experimental frequency spectra of the output voltage for the (a) 3:1 (m = 3) and (b) 4:1 (m = 4) frequency conversions.

Table 2. Specifications of the implemented AC/AC power converter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Specifications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Input voltage (AC)</td>
<td>220 V, 50 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Center tapped transformer</td>
<td>(28-14-0-14-28) V (1:4 winding)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCR</td>
<td>TYN612</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diode</td>
<td>1N4007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opto-coupler</td>
<td>Moc3021, 4n35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microcontroller board</td>
<td>Arduino Uno (ATMega328p)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oscilloscope</td>
<td>Tektronix (2-channel)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7. Result Analysis and Comparison

The comparison between the conventional and the proposed AC/AC power converter is described here with the help of a 3:1 (m = 3) frequency conversion for resistive load and motor load. The output voltage and output current waveforms of the proposed AC/AC power converter are shown in Figures 5d and 7a for resistive load, where it can be seen that the output voltage and output current waveforms are more sinusoidal compared with the conventional output voltage waveform shown in Figure 1. For the motor load, the output voltage and load current waveforms of the proposed AC/AC power converter are shown in Figure 14a,b, respectively, for the 3:1 (m = 3) frequency conversion. Figure 15a,b shows the output voltage and load current waveforms of the conventional AC/AC power converter for the motor load, respectively. The output voltage of the proposed topology is still tracked by the sinusoidal waveform, with a little distortion for motor load. However, the output voltage of the conventional topology is not tracked by the sinusoidal waveform with more distortion for the motor load.

The motor load current of the proposed topology is very similar to the resistive load current, with a little change of its wave-shape, as shown in Figure 14b. However, the motor load current of the conventional topology is slowly changed in its wave-shape, as shown in Figure 15b. The total harmonic distortion of the output voltage and output current for the motor load of conventional and proposed 3:1 (m = 3) frequency conversion is shown in Figure 16. The output voltage THD of the conventional 3:1 (m = 3) converter was found to be 60.4% for the motor load shown in Figure 16a, while 51.76% of THD was found for the proposed 3:1 (m = 3) converter for the motor load shown in Figure 16b. The output current THD was found to be 91.39% and 58.16% of the conventional and proposed converter, respectively, as shown in Figure 16c,d. As such, the output voltage THD reduction of 8.64% and the output current THD reduction of 33.23% were achieved for proposed 3:1 (m = 3) frequency conversion for the motor load. For the resistive load, the output voltage THDs of conventional m = 3 and m = 4 converters are 68.42% and 70.31%, respectively, whereas the proposed AC/AC converter is 55.52% and 53.07%, respectively, as shown in Figures 17 and 18. Therefore, the output voltage THD reduction of the proposed m = 3 and m = 4 were found to be 12.90% and 17.24%, respectively, for the resistive load. It was also noticed that the conventional output voltage has a large amount of
lower order harmonics content for the 3:1 (m = 3) and 4:1 (m = 4) frequency conversions shown in Figures 17a and 18a, respectively.

![Figure 14](image1.png)  
**Figure 14.** Simulated output (a) voltage waveform and (b) current waveform of the 3:1 (m = 3) frequency conversion for the motor load of the proposed topology.

![Figure 15](image2.png)  
**Figure 15.** Simulated output (a) voltage waveform and (b) current waveform of the 3:1 (m = 3) frequency conversion for the motor load of the conventional topology.

![Figure 16](image3.png)  
**Figure 16.** Simulated total harmonic distortion of: (a) the conventional output voltage, (b) the proposed output voltage, (c) the conventional output current, and (d) the proposed output current of the 3:1 (m = 3) frequency conversion for the motor load.

It is known that the lower-order harmonics content (especially the third harmonic) is more harmful to variable frequency drive applications. For the 3:1 (m = 3) and 4:1 (m = 4) frequency conversions, the lower order harmonic content is reduced significantly in the proposed topology. The third harmonic content is totally removed for the proposed 3:1 (m = 3) conversion shown in Figure 17b, which is also verified by the mathematical equation mentioned in (35). For the 4:1 (m = 4) conversion of the proposed AC/AC converter, the third and fifth harmonics content is very much lower, or close to zero, as shown in Figure 18b.
was found to be 40.39% in the output voltage for the resistive load, and 58.35% in the load current of the motor. Therefore, the achieved reduction of the third harmonic was 40.39% and 55.13% for the resistive load voltage and the motor load current, respectively. In the proposed AC/AC power converter, the THD was gradually decreased when the conversion order was increased. However, it was totally reversed in the conventional topology. It is highly desirable to change the supply frequency in order to vary the motor speed for drive applications. The continuous frequency change response of the AC/AC power converter should be smooth for the ripple-free speed response which has to be offered by the AC/AC power converter.

**Table 3** shows the entire summarization of the harmonic distortion profiles of the conventional and proposed AC/AC power converter for the resistive load and motor load. The third harmonic content was found to be 0.00% in the output voltage for the resistive load, and 03.22% in the load current of the motor for the conventional AC/AC power converter. However, in the proposed topology, the third harmonic content was found to be 0.00% in the output voltage for the resistive load and motor load. The third harmonic content was found to be 40.39% in the output voltage for the resistive load, and 58.35% in the load current of the motor. Therefore, the achieved reduction of the third harmonic was 40.39% and 55.13% for the resistive load voltage and the motor load current, respectively. In the proposed AC/AC power converter, the THD was gradually decreased when the conversion order was increased. However, it was totally reversed in the conventional topology. It is highly desirable to change the supply frequency in order to vary the motor speed for drive applications. The continuous frequency change response of the AC/AC power converter should be smooth for the ripple-free speed response which has to be offered by the AC/AC power converter.

**Figure 17.** Simulated harmonic spectra of the (a) conventional and (b) proposed 3:1 (m = 3) AC/AC power converters for the resistive load.

**Figure 18.** Simulated harmonic spectra of the (a) conventional and (b) proposed 4:1 (m = 4) AC/AC power converters for the resistive load.
Table 3. Comparison of the proposed and conventional 3:1 (m = 3) AC/AC power converter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Harmonic Order</th>
<th>Conventional 3:1 (m = 3)</th>
<th>Proposed 3:1 (m = 3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fundamental% of Output Voltage (V) (Resistive Load)</td>
<td>Fundamental% of Output Voltage (V) (Motor Load)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>40.39%</td>
<td>38.24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>50.38%</td>
<td>42.64%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>20.34%</td>
<td>14.40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>1.69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>7.14%</td>
<td>3.27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>5.12%</td>
<td>1.29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>0.69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>2.83%</td>
<td>0.91%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>2.34%</td>
<td>0.68%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>0.17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>1.51%</td>
<td>0.58%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>1.35%</td>
<td>0.88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THD</td>
<td>68.42%</td>
<td>60.40%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The dynamic frequency change response of the proposed AC/AC power converter is depicted in Figure 19a. From Figure 19a, it is clear that there is a sharp transition of the output voltage from one state to another. The THDs of the output voltage for the proposed and conventional converters is shown in Figure 19b. The experimental voltage THDs of the proposed AC/AC power converter for 3:1 (m = 3) and 4:1 (m = 4) were found to be 59.32% and 55.77%, respectively. There is a difference of 3.82% and 2.74% between the simulation and the experimental THDs for the 3:1 (m = 3) and 4:1 (m = 4) frequency conversions.

Figure 19. (a) Simulated dynamic frequency change response and (b) a comparison of the output voltage THDs between the conventional and proposed AC/AC converter.
However, the scheme still encounters harmonics and subharmonics in the output voltage and output current, because the proposed technique can remove only the lower order harmonic content but has no effect on the higher order harmonic content. However, it is known to all that, in drive applications, the higher order harmonic content has very little effect on the motor. The lower order content has a high effect on the drive application, such as high speed ripples, vibrations, and unwanted heat generation. Therefore, the reduction of the lower order harmonic content is highly desirable, and it can be significantly minimized by the proposed topology. However, in order to reduce the overall THD, the higher order harmonic should also be reduced. For this purpose, the voltage level can be increased, or a line filter can be used.

The role of the AC/AC power converter in induction motor speed control is to vary the frequency of the supply which, in effect, changes the motor speed. The relationship between the speed and frequency of the induction motor can be written as follows:

\[ N_s = \frac{120f}{p} \]  

(37)

where \( f \) is the supply frequency, \( p \) is the number of magnetic poles, and \( N_s \) is the speed of the machine. The proposed series-connected diode SCR-controlled AC/AC power converter drive operates on the variable frequency drive principle; when the frequency is changed, the speed is changed as well. Figure 20 depicts the dynamic speed change response of the single phase induction motor using the conventional and proposed AC/AC power converters. There is a significant speed ripple in the dynamic response of conventional converter drive. The power quality problems are responsible for this phenomena. The rated and variable frequency operations were also noted in Figure 20. In the rated frequency operating region, there is no difference between the speeds of the conventional and proposed AC/AC power converters.

![Figure 20. Simulated dynamic speed change response of a single phase induction motor using the conventional and proposed AC/AC power converter.](image)

However, while changing the operating region from the rated to the variable frequency region, the promising performance of the proposed AC/AC power converter can be observed. In the frequency transition region from 16.67 Hz to 12.5 Hz, the speed ripples of the conventional AC/AC power converter are significantly increased. However, at this transition, the speed ripples of the proposed AC/AC power converter are decreased greatly. The proposed converter can perform any order frequency conversion of fundamental 50 Hz input. Thus, the proposed AC/AC power converter offers a reduced speed ripple compared to a conventional AC/AC power converter due to its improved power quality, which is highly preferable for drive applications. The above-mentioned analysis regarding motor drive purpose proves the excellency of the proposed AC/AC power converter.

The proposed transformer-based harmonic reduction technique of the AC/AC converter is more suitable than PWM/dela modulation or filtering technique because of the following reasons.
The PWM/delta modulation technique uses a complex gate driving technique with high frequency switching. However, every modulation technique needs a line filtering method for harmonic removal. As a result, the modulation technique is very complex, in relative terms.

The line filtering technique needs a massive number of passive components. The passive components, i.e., the inductor, reduce the power factor, and the tuning of the filtering parameter is difficult at the dominant harmonics.

The proposed transformer based harmonic reduction technique can easily remove the lower order harmonic content, as well as reducing the overall THD without using any line filtering technique. The lower order harmonic content removal is highly desirable for motor drive applications, in order to reduce the speed ripple. Most of the industry uses a transformer-based AC/AC converter topology because it provides galvanic isolation for the converter as well as the motor load. As such, the proposed transformer-based harmonic reduction technique proves its excellency as an AC/AC converter in variable frequency drive applications.

8. Conclusions

In order to improve the power quality of the existing AC/AC power converter, the proposed step down AC/AC power converter can be a good solution for different variable frequency applications. The output voltage THD was reduced by 12.90% for a 3:1 (m = 3) frequency conversion, and 17.24% for a 4:1 (m = 4) frequency conversion for the resistive load. The output voltage and current THD was reduced by 8.64% and 33.23%, respectively, for a 3:1 (m = 3) frequency conversion of the motor load. The performance comparison between the conventional and proposed AC/AC power converter was conducted on the basis of THD, the percentage of lower-order harmonic content in the output voltage, and the current for both the resistive load and motor load, as well as the condition of the rotor speed. From the results, it is evident that the lower-order harmonic contents of the proposed AC/AC power converter are very small compared to a conventional AC/AC power converter, and the speed ripple of the proposed AC/AC power converter-fed induction motor is very low, which is desirable for variable speed drive applications. Therefore, it can be concluded that the proposed AC/AC power converter is an attractive solution for the industrial community for different variable frequency applications.

Although the proposed topology reduces the lower-order harmonic content as well as the overall THD, it has some limitations, which may be mitigated in future research. One such limitation is the fact that increasing the frequency conversion order also increases the number of switches. For example, a 15:1 or (m = 15) order frequency conversion needs 16 SCR switches.
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Nomenclature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SAG</td>
<td>Semi-autogenous grinding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THD</td>
<td>Total harmonic distortion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDM</td>
<td>Pulse density modulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VFD</td>
<td>Variable frequency drive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PWM</td>
<td>Pulse width modulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM</td>
<td>Amplitude modulation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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